
What to Know When Buying a Banner 
 
Thank you for downloading our banner-buying guide.  This guide will provide six tips of what is 
needed to know when purchasing a banner.  This is a compilation of the most frequently asked 
questions from clients when they have purchased banners from ASAP Signs. 
 
This guide will cover the following tips: 

 What size of banner is right for me? 

 What color(s) do I need to use in order to have my banner noticed? 

 What format does my artwork need to be in order to print a high quality banner? 

 What banner material is right for my project? 

 What are pole pockets, extended rope, grommets & hemming and wind vents? 

 What supplies do I need to install my banner? 
 
After answering these questions, you will be adequately prepared to make your banner 
purchase as successful one. 
 
 

What size of banner is right for me? 
 

By answering the following two questions, the size of the banner needed for your project will 
be answered. 
 

1. What size is the area that I need to cover with this banner? 
Before calling a sign shop for a quote on a banner, take measurements of the area 
where the banner will be placed.  Also think about how much of said area is needed to 
cover with a banner.  For example, if a wall is 20 feet wide and 8 feet tall, filling an area 
with a banner that is 10 feet wide and 4 feet tall may be sufficient.  The correct answer 
is that there is no wrong answer.  This decision is up to you, but it is best to have an 
idea of the banner size before calling for a quote. 
 

2. How far away will the banner need to be seen? 
If the banner is going to be viewed from a distance of more than 30 feet, use a text size 
that is no less than two inches tall.  Choose a font that will stand out, like a „bold‟ or 
„black‟ font style.  (For Example an Arial Black or Helvetica Bold)  Stay away from script 
fonts if possible when placing text on a banner as most script fonts have thin strokes 
and are very difficult to read from a distance. 

 
What color(s) do I need to use in order to have my 
banner noticed? 
 
Color is another important attribute in order to make a banner noticeable.  The color chosen for 
a banner should be both noticeable and tasteful.  These two elements don‟t always come 
together; this guide will cover a brief description of both tastefulness and notoriety. 
 



The two colors that stand out best together are black and yellow (Black text on a Yellow 
banner or vice-versa).  These two colors may be stark, but studies show that Black with Yellow 
are the most attention grabbing colors for the eyes.  The color combination of yellow and black 
does not blend with the color of the sky, grass, asphalt or most building colors (brick or other 
earth tones) and really “pop” off of a light or dark backdrop.  If black on yellow isn‟t preferred 
we suggest replacing the black with a Royal Blue or Sapphire Blue as it looks more 
professional on the Yellow.  Other color combinations that work well are Red & White, Black & 
White, Red & Yellow, Violet & White and Sapphire Blue & White. 
 
If a logo is going to be placed on the banner, it would be best to go with a background color to 
make the logo more noticeable.  A majority of the time the color is White.  Unless the logo is a 
light color, white is the best choice, as it will allow the colors of the logo to really stand out.  If 
the logo has lighter colors, the best choice would be to use a Black background. 
 
With these color suggestions, you will now have an idea of the best colors to use on a banner. 
 
 

What format does my artwork need to be in order to 
print a high quality banner? 
 
When a client comes to us with a logo or image they want printed onto a banner, a majority of 
the time it is a logo downloaded from a website.  Websites, with exception of a few, are the 
worst place to download quality artwork to be printed in large format.  Web images are saved 
at a low resolution in order to download a logo or image quickly when browsing an Internet 
site. 
 
The way to know that an image is high quality is to know the images dpi (dots per inch) or if the 
artwork is categorized as vector art.  Most website images range between 72dpi and 100dpi.  
When printing a banner or sign we recommend using a vector art image or a raster image that 
is 300dpi or greater. 

 
What banner material is right for my project? 
 
Choosing the correct type of banner material is dependent on where the banner will be used 
(indoor or outdoor), exposure (how long will the banner be out in the elements), banner finish 
(matte or gloss) and cost. 
 
If an indoor banner is needed we recommend that using a polyethylene banner (printable 
plastic with a smooth, matte surface).  However, we do not recommend using this product 
outdoors, as the heat/cold, UV rays and moisture will ruin the banner.  When used indoors this 
product will provide a great looking print with low glare if the banners are being hung under 
lights or in a trade show booth. 
 
We recommend using a light weight 10oz banner material (vinyl lettering, 1-2 colors) for indoor 
use or for short-term outdoor use (6 – 8 months).  The 10oz banner material comes in matte or 
gloss and in a selection of 6 colors (White, Black, Yellow, Forest Green, Sapphire Blue and 
Deep Red). 
 



A 13oz gloss banner material (our in-stock printed media) can be used for both indoor and 
outdoor long-term (1 - 3 years).  This material is also offered as a non-printed form that comes 
in 18 different colors (call or e-mail for details) and in matte or gloss. 
 
Using the wrong outdoor banner material can result in a damaged or torn banner, so be sure to 
know exactly what is needed when ordering in the future. 
 
 

What are pole pockets, extended rope, grommets & 
hemming and wind vents? 
 
Pole pockets, extended rope, grommets and hemming are all ways a banner can be finished.  
Finishing is completed after a banner has been printed or before vinyl lettering is applied to a 
banner.  Depending on where the banner is being hung or how it is being used, it is important 
to know what finish is needed for installation. 
 

 Pole Pockets are used when a banner is going to be hung from the top only or when a 
banner is going to be displayed by carrying.  These pockets allow for the insertion of a 
pole (PVC pipe, steel/aluminum pole or wooden dowels) that gives stability to the top 
and/or bottom of the banner.  The insertion of poles also help the banner to stay taut 
and flat when being displayed from rafters or ceilings. 

 Extended rope is an option when rope sewn into the banner.  This allows for 
installation when you do not have rope available and insures that the banner will not 
become detached from where it has been installed.  The rope also reinforces the 
banner‟s hemmed area (banner edges), which will greatly increase the durability of the 
banner. 

 Grommets and hemming come standard with all banners unless otherwise specified.  
A banner‟s hemming is the area where excess material is folded over and either sewn 
or taped to increase the durability of the banner.  Grommets are brass-reinforced 
eyelets/holes put into the hem of the banner to allow for hanging. 

 Wind vents are half-circle cuts made into the banner to allow airflow through the 
banner in windy areas.  Although wind vents will allow air to flow through the banner, 
making cuts into the banner will decrease the overall durability of the banner. 

 
 

What supplies do I need to install my banner? 
 

The following are a few supplies we use when installing a banner.  The supplies needed vary 
on where the banner is going to be installed.   

 For most installations we suggest using ropes or bungee cords to install a banner on an 
existing landmark (community entrance signs or between two trees) or by purchasing 
aluminum/steel posts from a local hardware store for installation. 

 Zip-ties work very well and are inexpensive if a banner is being installed onto a fence.   

 Screw-in eyehooks (also purchased from a local hardware store) and/or shower curtain 
loops through the grommets work well when hanging a banner from above. 
 
 



Although we hope that your next banner purchase will be with us, these tips will thoroughly 
prepare you when purchasing a banner from any sign shop or print house.  Size, color, 
material, finishing and installation are the essentials when purchasing a banner.  Knowing 
these few details are half the battle when placing an order.  As always, if you have any 
questions drop by, call or E-mail us at any time. 
 

 
 

ASAP Signs 
1400 S. Marietta Parkway 

Marietta, GA 30067 
770-218-5627 

asap@mindspring.com 
www.asapsignsmarietta.com 
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